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Project Management
Tools and Techniques
11 PDUs
In today’s leaner, more flexible organization, the boundaries between functions are less sharp. You are almost certainly, as
a consequence, becoming more involved in working on cross-functional projects or leading multidisciplinary teams, even
though the term “project manager” figures nowhere in your title. To be truly effective in this capacity you need to acquire
new skills and competence which extend beyond your functional role. This online program offers you a prime opportunity
to acquire the relevant practical skills and techniques, in a forum that is focused, stimulating and highly interactive.
8 units, 45 modules, more than 260 content rich pages.

• Introduction to the Project Management Method
• Planning & Objectives
• Work Breakdown Structure

Preparing for PMP® Certification Exam?
Increase your chances of success with GBMC’s
comprehensive PMP® Certification Exam
preparation on-line program. 11 individual modules
(3.5PDUs each) plus 2 modules of mock test or as
a comprehensive program (35 PDUs).

• Project Scheduling
• The Project Baseline
• Organizing & Staffing
• Project Control & Reporting
• Risk Management

• A graded assessment exam with 25 questions
• Identify your PM strengths and weaknesses in order to focus on those areas you need to improve using GBMC’s
Assessment Inventory of Project Management & Action Planning Kit

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Learner should have some experience in project
environment.

LEVEL: Introductory.

• Project team members who need to understand
how to support projects they are involved in, or
who are about to step up to greater levels of
project responsibility.
• Project managers and senior project managers
who need a refresher or a reference resource

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
10-12 hours of online course work.

Project Management Online Training

O N LI N E CO U R S E

PREREQUISITES:
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Project Management
Team Leadership
18 PDUs
The vast majority of project work in today’s organizations is done in a team setting. In this environment project
management team leaders have a tremendous responsibility and opportunity to develop and exhibit leadership skills.
This course first discusses the roles and responsibilities of the project management team leaders, in particular their
responsibility with regard to project stakeholders. Next, the course discusses how project management team leaders
can build a positive team environment through effective communication, team building activities, and reflective listening.
Lastly, the course covers problem solving within the team. Project management team leaders must be effective at
identifying and resolving team problems in order for the project to succeed. To achieve this, team leaders must have an
understanding of the team dynamic for decision-making, as well as being able to manage conflict resulting from potential
barriers and personality differences.
The course contains 12 brief case studies designed for application of the content to real-world scenarios, as well as six
comprehensive module quizzes and a 72-question Final Assessment.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Define a team and identify six common types of teams
• Explain Bruce Tuckman’s model of team development
• Describe how the project life cycle is relevant
to team issues
• List the three sources of power for project
management team leaders
• Describe ways to manage stakeholder expectations
• Explain different types of team building activities
• Define reflective listening
• Identify the challenges of virtual teams and how
they relate to the project management team
leader’s roles

PREREQUISITES:
This course assumes a working knowledge
of basic project management functions
and terminology.

• Compare and contrast voting and consensus as
methods for decision-making
• More effectively identify and resolve team problems
• Explain the different characteristics of effective
and open team communication
• Identify the best practices for using email and
telephone among team members
• Identify several common team problems and apply
methods for resolving these issues

TARGET AUDIENCE:
This course is designed for adult learners interested in
enhancing their project management skills and knowledge.

O N LI N E CO U R S E

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
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LEVEL: Intermediate.

18 hours of online course work.

RECOMMENDED MATERIAL:
NOTE:
Receive 18 PDUs/contact hours.

www.bmc-global.com

A Guide to the Project Management Body
of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide).

info@bmc-global.com

HealthMax – Software

Project Management Simulation
10 PDUs
Through this simulation, the learner will play the role of project manager on a new product development project at
HealthMax Software. The goal of the project is to develop HealthRecords, a new medical records software system. For
HealthMax, a small company, the success of this project has become vital to its long-term viability. It is now March, and
the plan is to have three satisfied early-adopter customers and a product that is ready to launch at a major trade show
in June of next year. The schedule is tight, and the budget for the project has been set with no possibility of an increase.

You will be asked to make a series of decisions during the
simulation, and each decision will impact the project in
different ways. Your goal in the simulation is to optimize
positive scores across the following project management
factors:

This simulation is meant to sharpen your understanding
of key project management skills.

• Project Integration Management

• Leading a project team

• Scope Management

• Balancing competing interests, such as project
scope, quality, schedule, budget, resources, risk,
communications, and procurement considerations

• Quality Management
• Schedule/Time Management

Those skills include:

• Dealing with controversial decisions and the
potential for negative team or customer outcomes

• Budget/Cost Management

• Analyzing schedule, budget, and quality data and
using that information to make educated decisions

• Human Resources Management
• Risk Management

• Addressing issues related to project procurement

• Communications Management

• Facing challenges related to project planning,
project execution, and project monitoring and
control

• Procurement Management

TARGET AUDIENCE:

PREREQUISITES:
This simulation does not have any prerequisites.

LEVEL: Intermediate.

This simulation is designed for adult learners with
some project management experience.

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:

NOTE:
Learners who successfully complete this simulation
will be awarded 10 PDUs/contact hours.

ASK THE EXPERT:
This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature, which
submits your questions directly to an expert in the
field you are studying. Questions are answered as
quickly as possible and usually within 24 hours

Project Management Online Training
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10 hours of online course work.
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Agile Certified Practitioner
(PMI-ACP)® Exam Prep
21 PDUs
This course is designed to prepare learners for the Project Management Institute’s Agile Certified Practitioner (PMIACP®) exam by exploring the methodologies, practices, tools, and techniques that Agilists need to master to become
proficient practitioners. Students in this course will increase their knowledge of Agile concepts with interactive exercises,
vocabulary games, flashcards, and video segments from experienced Agile practitioners. Each student’s understanding
of key Agile concepts and principles will be tested in several comprehensive module quizzes as well as in two 120-question
practice exams designed to mirror the PMI® certification exam process.
The course begins with the Agile Basics and Agile Applications modules from our Introduction to Agile course, as a
foundation for students to build on as they prepare for their exams. These modules describe fundamental Agile ideas
and concepts, and use Best Practices and Case Studies to explain how Agile methodologies are implemented in realworld situations. The course continues with a discussion and clarification of the key tools, techniques, and strategies that
PMI has listed as important for Agile practitioners to understand to achieve their certification. Combining instructional
material with real-world application of concepts helps to prepare learners for PMI® certification while simultaneously
teaching them to successfully lead teams and complete Agile projects as they continue on their career paths.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Identify the similarities and differences among
Agile methodologies

• Understand the interrelationships of tasks,
activities, and practices in Agile projects

• Describe the stages of the Agile development
cycle and identify the factors that promote
project success

• Understand the specific roles and responsibilities
of team members and enhance interaction on
Agile teams

• Understand how to apply specific tools and
techniques to successfully complete Agile
projects

• Successfully complete the PMI-ACP® certification
exam
• Effectively lead and work with Agile teams

PREREQUISITES:
Learners should have some experience in Agile
project management.

LEVEL: Intermediate.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
This course is designed for adult learners with some
understanding of general project management
practices and an interest in taking PMI®’s PMI-ACP®
certification exam.

O N LI N E CO U R S E

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
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NOTE:

21 hours.

After successful completion, you will receive 21
PDUs/contact hours to qualify to take the PMI
Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP®) Exam.
Successful completion means completing all
assignments in the course, and scoring a minimum
of 70% on the second 120-question practice test.

www.bmc-global.com

ASK THE EXPERT:
This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature, which
submits your questions directly to an expert in the field
you are studying. Questions are answered as quickly
as possible and usually within 24 hours.
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Introduction to Agile
10 PDUs

The Introduction to Agile course explores the methodologies and practices of Agile development and explains the
key concepts and principles that form the foundation of Agile project management. This self-paced course contains
vocabulary games, flashcards, and interactive exercises to supplement and enhance your understanding of Agile
concepts, as well as video segments from Agile experts to help you become a more proficient Agile practitioner.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Define Agile development and differentiate it
from traditional Waterfall practices

• Understand the nuances of leading and
working with Agile teams

• Identify the similarities and differences
among several Agile methodologies

• Apply best practices from organizations
that have successfully incorporated Agile
methodologies into their business
activities their business activities

• Describe the stages of the Agile development
cycle and identify the factors that promote
project success

The information in this course is also included in our Agile Certified Practitioner Exam Prep course as that course’s
introductory modules; the Agile Certified Practitioner Exam Prep course continues with additional material to prepare
students for the Project Management Institute’s Agile Certified Practitioner Exam.

LEVEL / PREREQUISITES:
Introductory/No Prerequisites

TARGET AUDIENCE:
This course is designed for adult learners with some
understanding of general project management
practices.

NOTE:
ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
8-10 hours

ASK THE EXPERT:
This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature,
which submits your questions directly to an
expert in the field you are studying. Questions
are answered as quickly as possible and usually
within 24 hours

Project Management Online Training
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Learners who successfully complete this course
will be awarded 10 PDUs/contact hours. Successful
completion means completing all assignments in
the course, and scoring a minimum of 70% on the
course self-assessment.
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Managing

Real World Projects
10 PDUs
This online, self-paced six-module course presents a stream-lined approach to project management based on the best
practices of experienced, effective project managers. It cuts through the clutter and focuses on the key principles of
project management in the real world, offering tools and techniques for achieving project success. Managing Real World
Projects™ is intended for anyone who needs to lead or manage projects of any kind.
Managing Real World Projects™ provides you with a clear road map for leading a project through the five key project
stages: Initiating, Planning, Executing, Controlling and Closing. You’ll be exposed to the basic tools employed in each of
these stages, including templates for a comprehensive project plan, work breakdown schedules, task list, issue list, risk
register and close-out documents. Each stage is illustrated by examples and video commentary by project management
professionals, where you can see how best practices are applied to solve project challenges.
Taking advantage of online interactivity, the course utilizes vocabulary games, flashcards, and drag-and-drop activities
to help you master the material. Numerous mastery quizzes and ten interactive real world case studies allow you to test
your understanding of the content, along with a comprehensive course-ending exam. By submitting a question via the
course’s Ask the Expert link, you get access to project managers who will answer your questions within 24-48 hours.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Understand the five project stages (Initiating,
Planning, Executing, Controlling and Closing)
• Recognize constraints for projects (scope, time,
and budget)
• Explain key project management terminologies
• Outline the keys to a successful project launch
• Understand how to establish project goals and
deliverables with stakeholders
• Manage the planning, execution, and control of
your projects

PREREQUISITES:

O N LI N E CO U R S E

It is helpful, but not required, for learners to have
some experience in project management.
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LEVEL: Introductory

• Recognize project management best practice,
including Agile, Lean, and other techniques
• Understand project team dynamics
• Understand how to communicate clearly
with stakeholders and project team members
• Recognize effective tools for change management
• Explain and employ key tools and techniques
employed in the five stages
• Manage the closing process for your project,
including transfer, acceptance, and approval

TARGET AUDIENCE:
This course is designed for adult learners seeking
project management experience.

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
10 hours

NOTE:
Upon successful completion, you will receive 10 PDUs/
contact hours.This course is self-paced and online.
You will have access to this course for 180 days.

www.bmc-global.com
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Project Risk Management

PMI-RMP® Exam Prep (5th Edition)
30 PDUs
This completely online and self-paced nine-module risk management course helps educate project managers in
identifying and responding to project risks.
This course provides a comprehensive preparation for the Project Management Institute’s PMI-RMP® certification exam
including exercises, self-assessments, interactive games, and case studies along with exam-taking tips and two fulllength, 170-question practice exams covering the required five domains of risk management knowledge.

Each module (Risk Strategy and Planning, Stakeholder Engagement, Risk Process Facilitation, Risk Monitoring and
Reporting, Perform Specialized Risk Activities) explains how the content in that domain can be used to improve learners’
risk management practices.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Explain the risk management process as defined
by the PMBOK® Guide
• Assess stakeholder risk tolerance and manage
stakeholder expectations and engagement
• Demonstrate key processes for documenting risk
information
• Discuss the steps in developing a risk management
plan
• Identify and evaluate relevant risks and their
potential impact
• Explain the process of creating a risk register

• Explain key tools and techniques employed in the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of risk
• Develop risk response strategies and
contingency plans
• Discuss how risk response plans are successfully
executed
• Explain how to monitor and control risk, and use
lessons learned to refine risk policies and practices
• Recognize best practices in all aspects of risk
management

TARGET AUDIENCE:
PREREQUISITES:
Learners should have some experience in
project management.

This course is designed for adult learners with
some project management experience.

LEVEL: Intermediate

30-35 hours.

ASK THE EXPERT:
NOTE:
Upon successful completion, receive 30 PDUs/
contact hours to qualify to take the PMI-RMP®
examination.

This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature, which
submits your questions directly to an expert in the
field you are studying. Questions are answered as
quickly as possible and usually within 24–48 hours.

Project Management Online Training
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ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
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Quality Management Basics
12 PDUs
Quality Management Basics provides a firm foundation for anyone looking to understand quality management
practices and techniques. The course combines instructional material with interactive exercises, vocabulary games, and
flashcards to explain the core concepts and strategies of effective quality management. Case studies and examples
from manufacturing and service sectors help to explain the nuances of quality concepts, while video segments from
experienced quality management professionals provide expert insight into the real-world application of quality principles.
The course is self-paced to allow students as much time as needed to absorb information and to understand the key
concepts that will help them satisfy their stakeholders and delight their customers.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Describe the principles and practices that guide
quality management activities

• Leverage quantitative and qualitative data to
measure and control work

• Understand how specific tools and techniques can
be used to monitor and control quality

• Describe the core competencies involved in
several popular quality management
methodologies

• Use these tools in combination to create powerful
plans and solutions to quality problems

PREREQUISITES:
It is helpful, but not required, for learners to
have some experience in project management.

LEVEL: Intermediate

• Employ quality analysis and quality planning
approaches to meet customer expectations

TARGET AUDIENCE:
This course is designed for adult learners seeking
quality management knowledge.

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
12 hours

O N LI N E CO U R S E

NOTE:
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After successful completion, you will receive 12
PDUs/contact hours. Successful completion means
completing all assignments in the course, and scoring
a minimum of 70% on the course assessment.

ASK THE EXPERT:
This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature, which
submits your questions directly to an expert in the
field you are studying. Questions are answered as
quickly as possible and usually within 24 hours.

REQUIRED MATERIAL:
This course does not require any additional
purchases of supplementary materials.

www.bmc-global.com
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Agile Certified Practitioner
(PMI-ACP)® Practice Exams and Strategies
5 PDUs
This course is designed to give learners an assessment of their readiness to take the Project Management Institute’s
PMI-ACP® Exam. The course contains two 120-question practice exams, which cover the information in the current PMI
Agile reading list. The practice exams provide a comprehensive review of the material in this list as well as key strategies
for preparing for the PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)® Exam.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Understand the structure and requirements of
the PMI-ACP® Exam

• Understand ways to improve your
performance on the PMI-ACP® Exam

• Explain and apply the key concepts found in the
Project Management Institute’s Code of Ethics
and Professional Conduct

• Begin your preparation for the PMI-ACP®
Exam with confidence

PREREQUISITES:

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Learners should have some experience in Agile
project management and will need to have access
to the material on the Project Management
Institute’s Agile reading list.

This course is designed for adult learners who
are interested in preparing for the PMI-ACP®
Exam.

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
LEVEL: Intermediate

8-10 hours of online course work.

Students should have access to the books and
other material on the PMI Agile reading list.

This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature, which
submits your questions directly to an expert in the
field you are studying. Questions are answered as
quickly as possible and usually within 24 hours.

Project Management Online Training
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ASK THE EXPERT:
REQUIRED MATERIAL:
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Effectively Managing
Project Stakeholders
3 PDUs
This online course is created to help project managers understand and resolve issues that can emerge from interactions
among project stakeholders.
The course includes a brief tutorial to help students understand familiar strategies for managing stakeholder
expectations, as well as ten concise case studies that explore common stakeholder issues. The case studies are designed
to simulate the conversations and interactions that occur among project stakeholders, to show learners how to dissect
causal elements from these types of conversations—just as they will have to do on their own projects—and to help them
prepare appropriate responses. As students work through the case studies, they’ll learn effective strategies to resolve
stakeholder problems and gain the proficiency necessary to manage interactions and keep their projects on track.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Diagnose the underlying causes of stakeholder problems
• Apply practical tips from experienced practitioners to resolve these problems
• Refine your ability to effectively manage projects and interact with project constituents

LEVEL / PREREQUISITES:
Introductory/No Prerequisites

TARGET AUDIENCE:
This course is designed for adult learners with
some understanding of project management
practices.

NOTE:

REQUIRED MATERIAL:
This course does not require any additional
purchases of supplementary materials.
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ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
3 hours

ASK THE EXPERT:
This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature, which
submits your questions directly to an expert in the
field you are studying. Questions are answered as
quickly as possible and usually within 24-48 hours.

Project Management Online Training
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Learners who successfully complete this course
will be awarded 3 PDUs/contact hours. Successful
completion means completing all assignments in
the course, and scoring a minimum of 70% on the
course self-assessment.

Emotional Intelligence
for Project Managers
3 PDUs
Emotional intelligence (EI) is our ability to identify and control our emotions to achieve positive outcomes in our
relationships. Project managers with high EI are better equipped to deal with team members, vendors, stakeholders, and
sponsors and to handle and resolve conflicts.
This one-module course reviews the underlying concepts of emotional intelligence and explores how project managers
can improve, and make use, of their emotional intelligence.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Discuss the role of emotional intelligence for
managers and project managers

• Recognize the importance of emotional
intelligence in successful project management

• Explain why improving emotional intelligence
can improve managerial performance

• Discuss the nine key EI factors
• Apply EI factors to project scenarios

LEVEL / PREREQUISITES:
Introductory/No Prerequisites

TARGET AUDIENCE:
This course is designed for adult learners with some
understanding of general project management
practices.

NOTE:
Learners who successfully complete this course
will be awarded 3 PDUs/contact hours. Successful
completion means completing all assignments in
the course, and scoring a minimum of 70% on the
course self-assessment.

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
3 hours

O N LI N E CO U R S E

ASK THE EXPERT:
REQUIRED MATERIAL:
This course does not require any additional
purchases of supplementary materials.

www.bmc-global.com

This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature, which
submits your questions directly to an expert in the
field you are studying. Questions are answered as
quickly as possible and usually within 24 hours.

info@bmc-global.com
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Ethics

for Project Managers
3 PDUs
Business ethics represent the standards for right and wrong that govern how business people act. The term also refers
to the study of moral principles in the workplace. This one-module course reviews the major ethical issues facing project
managers. It looks at the specific challenges project leaders may confront as they deal with team members, vendors,
stakeholders, and sponsors.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Discuss the role of ethics in the workplace
• Discuss project managers and the Ethical
Triangle and its three components:
Individual Ethics, Leadership Ethics, and
Governance and Control
• Recognize the key ethical issues in project
management

LEVEL / PREREQUISITES:
Introductory/No Prerequisites

• Describe the provisions of the Project
Management Institute Code of Ethics and
Professional Conduct
• Discuss the four foundational values
(Responsibility, Respect, Fairness, and Honesty)
of the PMI Ethics Code
• Apply ethical principles to project scenarios

TARGET AUDIENCE:
This course is designed for adult learners
with some understanding of general project
management practices.

NOTE:
ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
3 hours

ASK THE EXPERT:
REQUIRED MATERIAL:
This course does not require any additional
purchases of supplementary materials.
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This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature,
which submits your questions directly to an
expert in the field you are studying. Questions
are answered as quickly as possible and usually
within 24 hours.

Project Management Online Training
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Learners who successfully complete this course
will be awarded 3 PDUs/contact hours. Successful
completion means completing all assignments in
the course, and scoring a minimum of 70% on the
course self-assessment.

4CShare Global

Project Management Simulation
10 PDUs
In this simulation, you’ve been named the project leader for an exciting new project—the development of a knowledge
sharing database for your company, Four Corners BioPharma, Inc. The project will involve establishing processes for
storing and sharing knowledge in your multinational corporation and developing the 4CShare software itself.

Over the course of the project, you’ll make decisions
about the project scope, schedule, budget, quality,
and risk. As you make these decisions, an adaptive
scoreboard will reflect the impact of your choices on
project success. The goal in the simulation is to optimize
positive scores across the following project management
factors (as identified by the PMI® 2011 role delineation
study):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiating the Project
Planning the Project
Executing the Project
Monitoring and Controlling the Project
Closing the Project
Cross-Cutting Knowledge and Skills

This simulation is meant to sharpen your understanding
of key project management skills.

Those skills include:
1. Leading a project team
2. Balancing competing interests, such as project
scope, quality, schedule, budget, resources, risk,
communications, and procurement considerations
throughout every project phase
3. Dealing with controversial decisions and the
potential for negative team or customer outcomes
4. Analyzing schedule, budget, and quality data and
using that information to make educated
decisions
5. Addressing issues related to project procurement

This simulation is designed to align with the PMI®PMBOK® Guide and the 2011 role delineation study. No prior knowledge
of the PMI® framework is required, but feedback will refer to PMBOK® Guide sections where they are relevant.
Many sections will have quizzes, and your score on these quizzes will determine whether you can receive a certificate of
completion, and Project Management Institute professional development units (PDUs) for completing the simulation. If
you average a cumulative 70% or above on the quizzes, you will receive the certificate.

TARGET AUDIENCE:

PREREQUISITES:
This simulation does not have any prerequisites.

This simulation is designed for adult learners
with some project management experience.

LEVEL: Intermediate.

NOTE:

10 hours of online course work.

Learners who successfully complete this simulation
will be awarded 10 PDUs/contact hours.

REQUIRED MATERIAL:
This course does not require any additional purchases
of supplementary materials.

ASK THE EXPERT:
This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature, which
submits your questions directly to an expert in the
field you are studying. Questions are answered as
quickly as possible and usually within 24 hours.

Project Management Online Training

O N LI N E CO U R S E

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
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Six Sigma

Green Belt Exam Prep
32 PDUs
This self-paced course prepares learners for the successful completion of the Six Sigma Green Belt Certification Exam by
explaining the concepts, strategies, tools, and techniques they will need to complete process improvement projects and
activities. The course is divided into 10 modules that explain key foundational of Six Sigma information, guide students
through the five steps of the DMAIC methodology, and demonstrate how a Six Sigma approach can benefit organizations
in several, diverse industries or business sectors. Course assignments detail the tools and skills learners will implement
as they apply a Six Sigma approach to process improvement activities, and show practitioners how they can contribute
as important members of improvement teams.
Throughout the course, learners will be tested on their understanding and comprehension of course topics through
challenging exercises, interactive games, and case study assignments. Each module also includes comprehensive quizzes
and tests that learners can use to gauge their progress and prepare for each of the two 50-question practice exams at
the course end, as well as summaries and study guides that can be used for review. Video segments from subject matter
experts also supplement the course material, to provide real-world examples and enhanced understanding of important
concepts and best practices.

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Explain the concepts, tools, techniques, and
strategies used in Six Sigma projects

15

• Analyze the specific roles and responsibilities of
team members and formulate plans to ensure
appropriate participation in project assignments

• Describe the five stages of the DMAIC
methodology and identify the factors that will
improve its chances of success

• Examine the interrelationships of tasks, activities,
and practices in Six Sigma projects

• Choose and apply specific tools and
techniques in support of process improvement
activities

• Demonstrate mastery of the skills and information
covered in the Six Sigma Green Belt Certification
Exam

www.bmc-global.com
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PREREQUISITES:

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Learners should have some exposure to project and
process management practices.

This course is designed for adult learners interested
in taking the Six Sigma Green Belt Certification
Exam.

LEVEL: Intermediate
ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:
35 hours

NOTE:
After successful completion, you will be qualified to
take the Six Sigma Green Belt Certification Exam.
(The fee for taking the certification exam is included
in the cost of this Course). Successful completion
means completing all assignments in the course, and
scoring a minimum of 70% on the second of the two
50-question practice exams

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION
REQUIREMENT FOR IACET CEU:
Learners must achieve an average test score of
at least 70% to meet the minimum successful
completion requirement and qualify to receive
IACET CEU credit. Learners will have three
attempts at all graded assessments.

GUARANTEE:
Learners who pass this course’s Practice Exam 2
with a score of 70 or higher on their first attempt,
but who do not pass the Six Sigma Green Belt
Certification Exam, will be able to take the Six Sigma
Green Belt Exam Prep course again for free. To be
eligible, students must take the Six Sigma Green Belt
Certification Exam within 45 days of completing the
online course and passing the practice exam.

ASK THE EXPERT:
This course has an “Ask the Expert” feature,
which submits your questions directly to an
expert in the field you are studying. Questions
are answered as quickly as possible and usually
within 24–48 hours.

REQUIRED MATERIAL:

O N LI N E CO U R S E

This course does not require any additional
purchases of supplementary materials.

Project Management Online Training
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Professional Development
Units (PDUs) and Pricing
PROGRAM NAME

FORMAT

PDUs

PRICE &
ACCESS
PERIOD

Online

11

US
$240
180 days

Online

18

US
$79
180 days

10

US
$359
180 days

Online

21

US
$499
180 days

Online

10

US
$249
180 days

Online

10

US
$249
180 days

Online

30

US
$599
180 days

Online

12

US
$299
180 days

Project Management: Tools and Techniques Online
Acquire the Fundamentals of Project Management at your convenience, when you
have time, anywhere with internet access. Includes online management tracking tools.

Project Management Team Leadership
Acquire the relevant practical skills and techniques in a stimulating and interactive
environment.

HealthMax - Project Management Simulation
Through this simulation, the learner will play the role of project manager on a new
product development project at HealthMax Software. The goal of the project is to
develop HealthRecords, a new medical records software system.

Online

Agile Certified Practitioner(PMI-ACP)® Exam Prep
This course is designed to prepare learners for the Project Management
Institute’s Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP®) exam by exploring the
methodologies, practices, tools, and techniques that Agilists need to master to
become proficient practitioners.

Introduction to Agile
The Introduction to Agile course explores the methodologies and practices of
Agile development and explains the key concepts and principles that form the
foundation of Agile project management.

Managing Real World Projects
This online, self-paced six-module course presents a stream-lined approach to project management based on the best practices of experienced, effective project managers. It cuts through the clutter and focuses on the key principles of project management in the real world, offering tools and techniques for achieving project success.

Project Risk Management: PMI-RMP® Exam Prep (Fifth Edition)
This completely online and self-paced nine-module risk management course helps
educate project managers in identifying and responding to project risk.

Quality Management Basics
Quality Management Basics provides a firm foundation for anyone looking to
understand quality management practices and techniques
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* PDU stands for Professional Development Units. PDUs are needed if you want to maintain a Project Management
Institute (PMI- www.PMI.org) obtained accreditation such as PMP® or PgMP®. PDUs are also used as part of the
application process for PMI accreditations like CAPM®, PMP® and PgMP®.

PROGRAM NAME

FORMAT

PDUs

PRICE &
ACCESS
PERIOD

Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)® Practice Exams
& Exam Strategies

Online

5

US
$99
60 days

Online

3

US
$79
30 days

Online

3

US
$79
30 days

Online

3

US
$79
30 days

Online

10

US
$359
180 days

Online

32

US
$699
180 days

This course is designed to give learners an assessment of their readiness to
take the Project Management Institute’s PMI-ACP® Exam.

Effectively Managing Project Stakeholders
This online course is created to help project managers understand and resolve
issues that can emerge from interactions among project stakeholders.

Emotional Intelligence for Project Managers
Emotional intelligence (EI) is our ability to identify and control our emotions to
achieve positive outcomes in our relationships. Project managers with high EI
are better equipped to deal with team members, vendors, stakeholders, and
sponsors and to handle and resolve conflicts.

Ethics for Project Managers
Business ethics represent the standards for right and wrong that govern how
business people act. The term also refers to the study of moral principles in
the workplace.

4CShare Global Project Management Simulation
In this simulation, you’ve been named the project leader for an exciting new project—the development of a knowledge sharing database for your company, Four
Corners BioPharma, Inc.

Six Sigma Green Belt Exam Prep
This self-paced course prepares learners for the successful completion of the
Six Sigma Green Belt Certification Exam by explaining the concepts, strategies, tools, and techniques they will need to complete process improvement
projects and activities. The course is divided into 10 modules that explain key
foundational Six Sigma information, guide students through the five steps of
the DMAIC methodology, and demonstrate how a Six Sigma approach can
benefit organizations in several, diverse industries or business sectors.

* PDU stands for Professional Development Units. PDUs are needed if you want to maintain a Project Management
Institute (PMI- www.PMI.org) obtained accreditation such as PMP® or PgMP®. PDUs are also used as part of the
application process for PMI accreditations like CAPM®, PMP® and PgMP®.
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To register for any of our online offerings, please visit
www.bmc-global.com/E-Curriculum, click on “add to cart”
under course listing and the system drops your selection
into a shopping cart for you;
from there click on “proceed to secure checkout”
and you will be directed to payment options.

www.bmc-global.com

info@bmc-global.com

Ask for our brochures for Consulting
and Online Learning by sending us
an e-mail to info@bmc-global.com

GBMC is a Globally Registered Education
and Consultancy Provider at the
Project Management Institute (PMI®).
GBMC provides certificates with corresponding
Professional Development Units (PDUs) relevant
to the course attended.

Operations in:
United States | Canada | Mexico | European Union Countries | Turkey
Saudi Arabia | Malaysia | Singapore | China | Hong Kong | Japan

